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Stellar Cyber
Network Detection and Response
The Most Advanced, Easiest to Use NDR that Works for You
Network Detection and Response (NDR) solutions enable security teams to gain visibility into threats at the network layer to
stop attacks faster to limit potential damage. Unfortunately, if your NDR is not collecting and analyzing the right data, at the

beyond traditional approaches to NDR. You need NDR plus. You need Stellar Cyber NDR.
How Stellar Cyber NDR Works:
Simply select your data sources
from hundreds of supported 3rd
Stellar Cyber Sensors accordingly
across your on-prem, network,
and cloud environments
collects, normalizes, and enriches
ingested data preparing it for
comprehensive analysis
engine, Stellar Cyber NDR will use
unsupervised machine learning,
(for IDS), zero-day malware analysis

Users can then review the incidents

Stellar Cyber NDR is the most comprehensive, easiest to use NDR available,
enabling you to identify, investigate, and eliminate attacks faster than ever.
Stellar Cyber NDR, a component of the Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platform,
is the only NDR on the market that captures the right mix of security-relevant
data to identify and remediate advanced attacks automatically.
By collecting network telemetry from raw packets or logs from NGFW,
or Sysmon on Windows, Netﬂow/IPFix from physical or virtual switches,
containers, servers, and public clouds, Stellar Cyber NDR can perform deep
packet analysis for over 4,000+ identiﬁed applications as well as extracting
L2-L7 metadata and ﬁles from network trafﬁc. With intelligent data
reduction and enrichment, encrypted trafﬁc support, threat detection,
correlation, and response capabilities, Stellar Cyber NDR can detect
threats other products miss.
Automated NDR – The Choice is Yours
Finally, Stellar Cyber NDR automates the network threat lifecycle
management process, from data collection and analysis through response and
recovery. Built on the Open XDR infrastructure, Stellar Cyber NDR enables the
security team to deploy the product and begin seeing results on the same day
approach to security sets Stellar Cyber NDR apart from all other NDR products.

damage to the business

Increase your security posture
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Security teams also have the option to have Stellar Cyber NDR run in a semi
security analysts can utilize fully automated detection and response capabilities
for portions or all of their requirements. This approach is like adding a 24x7
network threat specialist to your security team that never needs a coffee
break or calls out sick. That’s automation that works for you.

Consistent telemetry and detection techniques
across all environments drive consistent security
posture across business
Stop threats faster, cutting attacker dwell time,
limiting overall risk
By deploying Stellar Cyber NDR you gain access
to the Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platform, driving
increased ROI for your overall security investment

Flexible Deployment
Stellar Cyber NDR’s flexible deployment options enable
you to decide where to deploy the solution, on-prem,
in the cloud, or a combination of both; the choice is yours.
Additionally, Stellar Cyber NDR includes a broad family of
purpose-built sensors for data collection analysis and
response “at the edge,” enabling you to get closer to
where the attacks start so that you can stop them fast.

STELLAR CYBER’S NDR CORE CAPABILITIES:
Comprehensive Data Analysis

Multi-Modal Threat Detection

Analyzing the right combination of the metadata
from raw packets, logs from NGFW and IDS, and
Sysmon data from Windows, Netflow, and IPFiix
to produce the most comprehensive visibility
into potential threats across physical and virtual
networks, containers, on-prem servers, and
public clouds

Using a combination of supervised and
unsupervised machine learning, heuristics
known attack signatures (for IDS), Zero-day
malware analysis, Stellar Cyber NDR identifies
threats in network and log data as well as correlates
those threats with alerts from 3rd party security
products, creating high-fidelity incidents

Data Management

Built-In Data Correlation

Stellar Cyber normalizes and enriches
all collected data in preparation for
comprehensive data analysis. This approach
also makes threat hunting and forensic
analysis faster and more efficient

Using pre-built third-party integrations and
Stellar Cyber Sensors, users can easily configure
Stellar Cyber NDR to correlate data from any sources
on-prem, in the cloud, and other network locations

Data Reduction

Users can manually initiate pre-defined response
actions tailored to specific threats and build fully
automated playbooks when other threats are
detected. The choice is yours

User configurable data filtering and efficient
data compression to intelligently only collect
the information needed for detection

Prescribed Response Packages

TAKE THE FIRST STEP TODAY
Every security team should be able to deliver continuous,
consistent security regardless of their skills or experience.
With Stellar Cyber NDR, you get the capabilities you need
to keep your business secure with your existing team.
Visit www.stellarcyber.ai today to start your journey.

Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform delivers comprehensive, unified security without complexity, empowering lean security
teams of any skill to secure their environments successfully. With Stellar Cyber, organizations reduce risk with early and
precise identiﬁcation and remediation of threats while slashing costs, retaining investments in existing tools, and improving
analyst productivity, delivering a 20X improvement in MTTD and an 8X improvement in MTTR. The company is based in
Silicon Valley. For more information, contact https://stellarcyber.ai.
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